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Breaking Dynamic Inversion Symmetry in a Racemic Mixture Using Simple Trains of1

Laser Pulses2

Esben F. Thomas and Niels E. Henriksen3

Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, Building 206,4

DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark5

Recent advances in ultrafast laser technology hint at the possibility of using shaped

pulses to generate deracemization via selective enantiomeric conversion; however,

experimental implementation remains a challenge and has not yet been achieved.

Here, we describe an experiment that can be considered an accessible intermediate

step on the road towards achieving laser induced deracemization in a laboratory.

Our approach consists of driving a racemic mixture of 3D oriented 3,5-difluoro-3′,5′-

dibromobiphenyl (F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2) molecules with a simple train of Gaussian

pulses with alternating polarization axes. We use arguments related to the geometry

of the field/molecule interaction to illustrate why this will increase the amplitude

of the torsional oscillations between the phenyl rings while simultaneously breaking

the inversion symmetry of the dynamics between the left- and right-handed enan-

tiomeric forms, two crucial requirements for achieving deracemization. We verify

our approach using numerical simulations, and show that it leads to significant and

experimentally measurable differences in the internal enantiomeric structures when

detected by Coulomb explosion imaging.
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I. INTRODUCTION6

Deracemization occurs when a racemic mixture of molecules is transformed into a mixture7

containing an excess of a single enantiomer. The majority of the work done on deracemiza-8

tion at present time has been concerned with the use of chemical reagents to separate or9

transform enantiomers (see, e.g., refs 1 and 2).10

A number of theoretical studies have also demonstrated the feasibility of a fundamen-11

tally different approach, where deracemization is achieved using coherent laser light (see,12

e.g., refs 3–13). Many of these theoretical investigations have been based around determin-13

ing the shape of the deracemizing laser pulse using some kind of optimization algorithm;14

for example in a previous study14 done by our group we demonstrated theoretically that a15

genetic algorithm15 can be used to optimize the spectral phase components16 of two nonres-16

onant, linearly polarized Gaussian laser pulses with polarization axes rotated 13◦ away from17

each other in a way that leads to selective enantiomeric conversion of a racemic mixture of18

3D-oriented, 3,5-difluoro-3′,5′-dibromobiphenyl (F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2) molecules. However,19

achieving laser-induced deracemization in a laboratory has not yet been achieved. This20

is partly because experimentalists still consider it a “high risk” venture; the difficulty of21

performing the experiment means that it will require the allocation of significant resources.22

Here, we therefore propose a more modest experiment that can be considered an inter-23

mediate step on the road towards fully achieving laser induced deracemization. Using an24

experimental setup similar to the one described in ref. 14, we theoretically demonstrate that25

applying a relatively simple series of driving laser pulses to a gas phase racemic mixture of26

3D aligned/oriented F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 molecules can lead to significant and measurable27

differences in the internal dynamics and structure between the left- and right-handed enan-28

tiomeric forms, effectively transforming a racemic 50/50 mixture into a 26/74 mixture that29

is skewed towards one of the enantiomeric species. The key difference between this work30

and that performed in ref. 14 is that the results presented here do not require significant31

optimization of the laser pulse shape; instead we exploit some of the general principles that32

we uncovered by analyzing the optimized fields in ref. 14 to “manually” construct the pulse33

train in a way designed to make experimental implementation more feasible.34
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION35

The experimental and theoretical details pertaining to F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 and similar36

molecular systems are covered in refs. 14, 17–19. To summarize, F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 has37

an axially chiral structure where torsional rotation around the stereogenic axis leads to38

transformations between left- and right-handed enantiomeric forms. Gas-phase F2H3C6 −39

C6H3Br2 molecules can be oriented in 3D using an elliptical alignment pulse combined with40

a static electric field20, where the alignment pulse is defined in lab frame coordinates (x̂, ŷ, ẑ)41

as E0(t) = E0z ẑ + E0xx̂, where the minor (major) polarization axis of the elliptical pulse42

lies along the x̂ (ẑ) lab frame axis. It has been demonstrated experimentally19 that the43

most polarizable axis (MPA) of the molecules will align along ẑ with the major alignment44

pulse axis, and the second most polarizable axis (SMPA) of the molecules will align with45

the minor alignment axis along x̂, as shown in figure 1.46

As in our previous work in ref. 14, all laser pulses described in this paper couple to47

the molecular polarizability functions by way of the dynamic Stark effect21–23, which is48

proportional to the square of the field envelope times the molecular polarizability term. An49

advantage of this method is therefore that we are not limited by the carrier frequency of50

the laser, as it can be shown that the molecules will only respond to changes in the electric51

field envelope in the dynamic Stark regime. A detailed description of the polarizability52

surfaces used in our model can be found in section Is of the supporting information in ref.53

14 (note that there is a minor error here; the form of the αxx,yy(φd) should be given by54

Axx,yy cos(2φd) +Bxx,yy and αxy(φd) is given by Axy sin(2φd) +Bxy).55

As outlined in refs. 14 and 19, if we treat the F and Br substituted rings as two fixed56

rotors rotating in the x̂ŷ plane, we can represent the system in 2 dimensions using φF and57

φBr as coordinates describing, respectively, the angle of the F and Br substituted ring in58

relation to the x̂ axis. The internal potential energy of the molecule is a function of the59

relative dihedral angle φd = φBr − φF. The explicit form of the potential function we use60

in our model, which was calculated as a minimum energy path, can be found in section61

IIs of the supporting information in ref. 14. The nonresonance and relatively large (ns)62

temporal width of the adiabatic alignment pulse means we can model its effects on the63

system by adding a time-independent perturbation to the field-free potential. This creates64

local minima in the 2D potential surface that correspond to rotational alignment of the rings65
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in the x̂ŷ plane, as shown, e.g., in figure 1 of ref. 14. After using the relaxation method24 to66

calculate the first few eigenstates of the system, the initial conditions of the simulation are67

chosen as an incoherent sum of densities associated with localized superpositions confined68

to a single potential well, as described in ref. 14.69

As also shown in refs. 14 and 17, this 2D representation can be transformed into a70

coordinate system that decouples the kinetic energy of the “external” motion (i.e. changes71

in the weighted rotational angle Φ) of the molecules from their “internal” dynamics (i.e.72

changes in the relative dihedral angle φd). Details of how the weighted rotational angle Φ is73

constructed, and the corresponding decoupled Hamiltonian, can be found on page 3 of ref.74

17.75

In the work performed in ref. 17 it is demonstrated that cooling a gas-phase population76

of F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 molecules to a few Kelvin will hinder the internal rotation, and the77

dihedral angle φd between the ring planes will become fixed at 39◦ and −39◦. As figure 278

demonstrates, these angular configurations correspond to two different stable structures that79

are each other’s mirror image, that is, an enantiomeric pair. Here we adopt the notation of80

labelling the 39◦ and −39◦ configurations as Sa and Ra enantiomers, respectively.81

In a general sense, the deracemization process is characterized by selective changes in82

the internal structure of one of the enantiomers. For this reason, the process can be purely83

quantified by only following the internal dynamics of the Ra and Sa nuclear wave packets in84

the φd coordinate. However, as we shall soon demonstrate, the relative angle between the85

molecular orientations in Φ and the polarization axis of the driving pulse is also a critical86

factor to take into account for deracemization to be possible. We now introduce a concept87

that will be important in the following analyses; namely the structural symmetry axis of88

the system. Assuming that the dihedral angles of the enantiomers have equal and opposite89

signs, the structural symmetry axis is defined as the “mirror line” in the x̂ŷ plane that will90

perfectly reflect the structure and orientation of the Ra (Sa) enantiomer into its mirrored Sa91

(Ra) counterpart. Mathematically, this axis lies in the x̂ŷ plane where its angle in relation92

to the the x̂ axis is defined by the mean value of the weighted rotational angles of both93

enantiomers, i.e.94

θ̂sym = cos

(
ΦRa + ΦSa

2

)
x̂− sin

(
ΦRa + ΦSa

2

)
ŷ (1)

For example, the structural symmetry axis of the enantiomers will lie along the x̂ axis when95
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FIG. 1. Molecular structure of 3, 5-Difluoro-3′, 5′-dibromobiphenyl (F2H3C6−C6H3Br2). The most

polarizable axis (MPA) and second most polarizable axis (SMPA) are represented by respective red

and blue dotted lines in the x̂ẑ plane. Note that the stereogenic axis of the molecule is identical

to the MPA. In the simulations performed throughout this article, the MPA is always oriented

along the lab frame ẑ axis with the Br-substituted ring pointing in the positive direction as shown.

The elliptical orientation pulse E0 propagates along the ŷ axis (see, e.g., figure 5), and the vertical

(horizontal) pink arrows show the direction of its major (minor) polarization axes, denoted by E0z

(E0x).

FIG. 2. Top-down view along the ẑ axis of the 3D-oriented Ra and Sa enantiomers when their

SMPA’s (dotted blue lines) are aligned with the minor polarization axis of the alignment pulse E0x

(pink arrows). From this view, the stereogenic axes are orthogonal to the page and located in the

center of each molecule (i.e. where the thick black arrows start). The dihedral angle (dashed black

arcs) in this coordinate system is defined as φd = φBr − φF, where φBr and φF are the respective

rotational angles of the Br- and F- substituted rings around the stereogenic ẑ axis with respect

to x̂. In this configuration, the weighted rotational angles Φ (black arrows) of the enantiomers

have equal and opposite signs, i.e. the structural symmetry axis of the system θ̂sym is aligned

with the lab frame x̂ axis (see equation 1). Note that the angular coordinate system used here

and throughout the rest of this article is defined such that the positive direction corresponds to

clockwise rotations.

they are in their initial 3D aligned state, as can be seen in figure 2.96

In ref. 14 it was discovered that the shaped pulses are able to achieve deracemization by97

concurrently satisfying at least two conditions; the dihedral oscillations in φd must become98

large enough for at least one of the enantiomeric wave packets to be able to move over99

the potential barrier separating the enantiomeric species, and the inversion symmetry of100

the dynamics in φd between the two enantiomers must be broken, i.e. the dynamics of the101

torsional oscillations in the Ra and Sa enantiomer must evolve in a way that leads to them102

becoming dissimilar.103
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FIG. 3. As discussed in the article text, when the molecules are in their initial 3D oriented state,

the application of a kick pulse polarized in the x̂ŷ plane will exert a force on the molecular wave

packets. Panels (1a), (2a), and (3a) show the field perturbed potential energy surfaces in the

(Φ, φd) coordinate system when the polarization axis of the applied field is respectively rotated 0◦,

15◦ and 30◦ away from the alignment field axis. The solid and dotted arrows show the φd and Φ

components of the respective initial wave packet acceleration vectors of the Ra (red) and Sa (blue)

enantiomers. Panels (1b), (2b), and (3b) show corresponding sketches of the molecular orientations

in space and the changing polarization direction of the applied field. Here, the solid curved arrows

illustrate the “pinching” forces that the field will apply to the torsional motion, and the dotted

arrows show the direction and magnitude of the field induced rotation in the Φ coordinate.

III. SYMMETRY BREAKING PRINCIPLES104

At this point, it is instructive to look at how the potential energy surfaces of the initial 3D-105

oriented enantiomers are modified in the presence of a nonadiabatically applied 10 TW/cm2
106

field when the polarization axis of the field is rotated away from the x̂ axis in the x̂ŷ plane by107

various angles. Panels (1a), (2a) and (3a) in figure 3 show the potential energy surfaces when108

the polarization axis of the applied field is respectively rotated 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦ away from the109

x̂ axis, where the blue (red) dots show the initial Sa (Ra) wave packet expectation positions.110

Switching on the 10 TW/cm2 field creates a potential gradient that causes the wave packets111

to accelerate. The solid blue (red) arrows in the same panels indicate the magnitude and112

direction of the initial Sa (Ra) wave packet acceleration vectors when projected onto the113

φd coordinate, and the blue (red) dotted lines show the equivalent acceleration in the Φ114

coordinate. Panels (1b), (2b), and (3b) in figure 3 show a sketch of the field polarization115

axes in relation to the oriented molecules in lab-frame coordinates, as well as illustrating116

how the acceleration vectors depicted in panels (1a), (2a), and (3a) are represented in the117

“real” molecular geometry.118

Panels (1a) and (1b) in figure 3 show that there will be no initial movement in the Φ119

coordinate when the polarization axis of the applied field is aligned with the x̂ axis. Ad-120

ditionally, the φd component of the Ra and Sa acceleration vectors will have equal lengths121

and point in opposite directions. Panel (1b) illustrates that this corresponds to applying122
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identical “pinching” forces to the rings of both enantiomers. The fact that the force vectors123

felt by each enantiomer are mirrored copies of each other can be understood geometrically124

by noting that the polarization axis of the driving field is parallel to the structural symmetry125

axis θ̂sym shared by the enantiomers; in a sense the field is “seeing” two identical mirrored126

versions of the exact same molecule from this angle, so the dynamic response of the enan-127

tiomers to the field will necessarily also be mirrored across the θ̂sym/x̂ axis at all subsequent128

times as long as the driving field remains polarized in this direction.129

In a classical sense, evolving the system dynamics in time on the field-perturbed poten-130

tial energy surface shown in panel (1a) of figure 3 will lead to torsional vibrations in φd131

as the wave packets oscillate in the potential wells created by the external field. Further-132

more, applying the x̂-aligned field dynamically using, e.g., a train of pulses with spacings133

approximately equal to the torsional vibrational period will result in resonant driving that134

increases the amplitude of this torsional motion, a phenomenon that is well understood23,25
135

and has been demonstrated experimentally on similar molecules19. This satisfies the first136

criteria that must be met for deracemization to occur; namely that the amplitude of the137

torsional vibrations must become large enough to facilitate wave packet transfer over the138

saddle point located at φd = 0 that separates the enantiomeric forms. Note, however, that139

the structure of the Ra and Sa enantiomers will remain symmetrical across the polarization140

axis of the driving field as we propagate the dynamics forward in time, i.e. the molecules141

will remain mirror images of each other as long as the driving field is polarized along θ̂sym/x̂.142

This means that any transformation that takes place in one enantiomer will always take143

place in its mirrored counterpart as well, effectively making deracemization impossible.144

Breaking the dynamic inversion symmetry while simultaneously increasing the amplitude145

of the torsional vibrations requires a slightly different approach. As stated, the center and146

right columns in figure 3 show what happens when the polarization axis of the driving field is147

de-aligned from the structural symmetry axis by, respectively, 15◦ and 30◦ in the x̂ŷ plane.148

There are a number of things to note here. First of all, both enantiomer wave packets149

will start to accelerate in the positive direction of the Φ coordinate as the molecules rotate150

around the ẑ axis towards the polarization axis of the driving field. Secondly, the magnitude151

of the acceleration vectors in φd generally become smaller and, most importantly, dissimilar152

as the de-alignment angle is increased.153

These differences in the accelerations that the Ra and Sa torsional wave packets will154
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FIG. 4. The four panels illustrate how the amplitude of the dihedral oscillations can be driven while

maintaining the asymmetrical nature of the enantiomer/field interaction by continually alternating

the polarization axes of the driving pulses (see article text for full explanation). The dashed black

lines represent the angle structural symmetry axis shared by the enantiomers θ̂sym.

FIG. 5. A sketch of the initial 3D oriented Ra/Sa system, and two pulse trains with field polariza-

tion axes rotated ±8.5◦ away from the x̂ axis in the x̂ŷ plane. As sketched in figure 4, driving the

molecules with these pulse trains will increase the torsional oscillations and simultaneously break

the dynamic inversion symmetry of the torsional motion between the enantiomers (see figure 6 for

the simulated results). For reference the alignment pulse is also shown in pink.

experience as the polarization axis of the driving field is rotated away from the structural155

symmetry axis of the enantiomers can be understood if we once again consider the geometry156

of the overall field/molecular configuration. Unlike the previously discussed case where the157

polarization axis was aligned with the θ̂sym/x̂ axis, the field is now effectively “seeing” the158

Ra and Sa molecules from two different angles. For example, in panel (3b) of figure 3 it159

can be seen that the polarization axis of the 30◦ rotated field is now nearly parallel with160

the F-ring of the Ra enantiomer, and rotated roughly 60◦ away from the F-ring of the161

Sa enantiomer. These geometrical differences lead to subtle changes in the way the field162

interacts with each enantiomer, a result that manifests itself in the form of dissimilar forces163

being applied to the torsional wave packets. This is critically important because it can164

potentially lead to dissimilar torsional dynamics, which is the second criteria that must be165

met for deracemization to be possible.166

IV. DESIGNING THE PULSE TRAIN167

Based on the present information, it would be reasonable to assume that driving the168

oriented system with a train of pulses with a polarization axis that is de-aligned from the169

initial structural symmetry axis along the x̂ coordinate will allow us increase the amplitude170

of the dihedral oscillations while simultaneously breaking the inversion symmetry of the171

enantiomeric dynamics in φd. However, there is a problem with this idea; the rotation172
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of both enantiomers in Φ will eventually cause θ̂sym to align (or nearly align) with the173

polarization axis of the pulse train, which will once again make it difficult to apply the174

dissimilar forces to the torsional motion that are required to further break the inversion175

symmetry of the structural dynamics.176

In ref. 14 it was discovered that this problem can be addressed by driving the system177

with two different fields E1 and E2, where the polarization axis of E1 (E2) is rotated away178

from the minor alignment pulse axis (x̂) by −6.5◦ (6.5◦) in the x̂ŷ plane (see, e.g., chart 2179

from the same paper). This allowed the optimization algorithm to generate a combined field180

that changes its polarization axis over time, effectively maintaining large differences between181

the structural symmetry axis of the molecules and the polarization axis of the driving field.182

In this way, the amplitude of the torsional oscillations could be increased while maintaining183

the asymmetrical interaction forces that are required for the wave packet trajectories in φd184

to become sufficiently dissimilar over time to facilitate deracemization.185

Our approach here is to once again apply the aforementioned principles by driving the186

system with two different fields with polarization axes that are rotated away from the lab187

frame x̂ axis by equal and opposite angles in the x̂ŷ plane. However, instead of optimizing188

the pulse shapes, we now take a more rudimentary approach by combining the fields to189

make a simple train of equally spaced pulses with alternating polarization axes. Sketches190

illustrating this general idea are shown in figures 4 and 5. Panel 1 in figure 4 shows how the191

aligned system is initially driven by a pulse with a polarization axis that is rotated away192

from the structural symmetry axis by a positive angle. Referring back to panels (3a) and193

(3b) in figure 3, it can be seen that this will induce (asymmetric) torsional vibrations in194

the enantiomers, as well as causing both enantiomers to rotate around the lab frame ẑ axis195

towards the angle of the current field polarization axis. Panel 2 of figure 4 shows how this196

rotation will cause the structural symmetry axis of the molecules to become aligned with the197

current polarization axis of the driving field, effectively leaving the system in a configuration198

similar to the one shown in panels (1a) and (1b) of figure 3, i.e. the forces applied to the199

enantiomeric wave packets in the φd coordinate will now be nearly symmetrical. To remedy200

this, we change the polarization axis of the next pulse in the train to the opposite angle as201

shown in panel 3 of figure 4. This restores the asymmetrical nature of the enantiomer/field202

interaction, as well as causing both enantiomers to rotate in the opposite direction around203

ẑ as they move to align with the new polarization axis. When this alignment eventually204
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occurs, as shown in panel 4 of figure 4, the polarization direction of the driving field is205

changed again, and the process is repeated.206

Based on this operating principle, we constructed a train of 7 Gaussian pulses where the207

polarization axes of the first, fourth and fifth pulses where rotated away from the x̂ axis by208

8.5◦, and the axes of the second, third, sixth, and seventh pulses where rotated away from209

x̂ by −8.5◦ (see the sketch in figure 5). As the forthcoming simulated results (figure 6) will210

show, our strategy for choosing the polarization axis of each pulse in the combined pulse train211

was to simply alternate the polarization angle of the subsequent pulse any time the angle of212

the structural symmetry axis θ̂sym crosses the angle of the current pulse polarization axis. As213

a side note to experimentalists, figure 5 also illustrates how the suggested field polarization214

geometry can be achieved in a laboratory by propagating the two driving pulses along axes215

that are rotated away from the alignment pulse propagation (ŷ) axis by ±8.5◦. While there216

are other directions the driving laser pulses could be applied from to achieve the same results217

(see, e.g., the abstract figure in ref. 14), this particular setup is advantageous because it will218

maximize the volume of the effective region where all three lasers overlap and interact with219

the molecules, which should lead to better measurement statistics.220

Besides being polarized at different angles, all 7 pulses shown in figure 5 have peak221

intensities of 10 TW/cm2, FWHM widths of 0.67 ps, and are equally spaced at 1.26 ps222

intervals. In general, the pulse parameters were chosen based on prior knowledge the system.223

The peak intensity was selected to approximate the intensity of the optimized pulses in ref.224

14, and is expected to be well below the ionization limit26 of the molecules. The choice of225

pulse spacing was based on the estimated wave packet oscillation period of T = 1.2 ps found226

in ref. 17, and the FWHM pulse widths were also defined in relation to the oscillation period227

based on an analysis performed in ref. 23, where it is estimated that optimal vibrational228

excitation with a fixed intensity Gaussian pulse is achieved when the relationship between229

the FWHM width and the oscillation period T is given by FWHM/T = 2
√

ln 2/π. Note230

that through trial and error we found that slightly increasing the pulse spacing from 1.2 ps231

to 1.26 ps (while also appropriately increasing the pulse widths) yielded marginally better232

results in terms of induced wave packet asymmetries. Finally, while using an angle of 17◦233

between the polarization axes of the two pulse trains gave the best results in our simulations,234

dealignment angles between 13◦ and 20◦ were also able to generate significant wave packet235

asymmetries. The message to experimentalists here is that although we have tuned our236
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FIG. 6. The three columns show the rotational dynamics (middle row) and dihedral dynamics

(bottom row) when three different types pulse trains are applied to the 3D oriented racemic mixture

of Ra (red curves) and Sa (blue curves) molecules. The pulse train in the first column corresponds

to the one shown in figure 5, i.e. the polarization axes are alternated in a way that ensures that the

interaction between the field and the molecules remains asymmetrical. The pulse train in the middle

column corresponds to applying 7 pulses with polarization axes that are all de-aligned from the

initial molecular symmetry axis by 8.5◦, and the pulse train in the right hand column corresponds

to applying 7 pulses with polarization axes that are all aligned with the initial molecular symmetry

axis x̂. Note that the evolution of the 〈φd〉 value for the Ra enantiomer in the bottom row of plots

has been multiplied by −1 to better facilitate comparison (see article text).

pulse parameters to a certain extent, we expect that there is a relatively large range of pulse237

parameters that will yield good results.238

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION239

The pulse trains were simulated interacting with the 3D oriented racemic mixture using240

split-operator propagation27 to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. The sim-241

ulation results are shown in panels (1a), (1b), and (1c) in figure 6. Panel (1a) shows the242

intensity profiles of the pulses, panel (1b) shows the expectation value of the weighted rota-243

tional angle 〈Φ〉 of each enantiomer, and the angle of the structural symmetry axis θ̂sym, as244

a function of time. For reference, the polarization angle of the current pulse is also shown,245

since this is the angle that θ̂sym will generally rotate towards to as the dynamics evolve in246

time. Panel (1c) shows the corresponding evolution of the expectation value of the dihedral247

angle 〈φd〉 of each enantiomer. Note that in panel (1c) the curve corresponding to the φd248

trajectory of the Ra enantiomer has been multiplied by −1 to facilitate comparison between249

the dynamics; i.e. when the enantiomeric dynamics in 〈φd〉 are mirrored, the curves on the250

bottom panel will lie exactly on top of each other, and conversely, any asymmetries in the251

torsional dynamics will be characterized by divergence between the two curves.252

Panel (1b) of figure 6 shows how alternating the polarization axis of the field as the253

system interacts with the pulse train shown in panel (1a) causes the rotational angles (and254
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symmetry axis angle) of the enantiomers to oscillate back and forth around Φ = 0 with255

steadily increasing amplitudes. This happens because the time scale of the alternations of256

the field polarization axis are similar to the time scale of the pendular oscillations of the257

molecules in the potential wells generated by the same fields. These “driven” oscillations258

in Φ lead to increasing dealignment angles between the structural symmetry axis of the259

enantiomers and the polarization axis of the driving field. As discussed (and shown in figure260

3), this leads to larger asymmetries in the forces driving the torsional oscillations. The261

impact of these asymmetrical forces on the dihedral trajectories in 〈φd〉 can clearly be seen262

in panel (1c), where the expected positions of the Ra and Sa wave packets in φd begin to263

significantly diverge at around 7 ps; in fact some degree of deracemization ends up occuring264

since the mean position of the Ra wave packet eventually moves over the potential barrier265

located at φd = 0, while the Sa wave packet remains fairly well localized on the same side266

of the barrier that it started out on.267

For comparison, we also drove the racemic mixture with a train of 7 pulses using the same268

parameters as before, except this time the polarization axes of all the pulses were dealigned269

from x̂ by 8.5◦ (i.e. we did not alternate the polarization axes of the pulses in the driving270

field to ensure the asymmetrical nature of the interaction was maintained/increased). The271

〈Φ〉 and 〈φd〉 dynamics generated by this pulse train are respectively shown in panels (2b)272

and (2c) of figure 6. In panel (2b) it can be seen that now the structural symmetry axis of273

the enantiomers spends most of its time aligned, or nearly aligned (within about 8◦) of the274

polarization axis of the driving field. While the small amount of dealignment between the275

polarization axis and θ̂sym leads to minor asymmetries in the forces applied to the dihedral276

oscillations, it is far less than when we used the pulse train with alternating polarization axes277

to drive the enantiomers. This is also apparent in panel (2c), where only minor divergences278

between the blue and red curves are observed, i.e. the inversion symmetry in the torsional279

dynamics of the enantiomers becomes broken, but not to a significant degree.280

As a final test, we once again drove the enantiomers using a train of pulses with the281

same parameters as before, except this time the polarization axes of all the pulses were282

aligned with x̂. The rotational and torsional dynamics generated by this pulse train are283

respectively shown in panels (3b) and (3c) of figure 6, and it is apparent that they are284

perfectly symmetrical at all times. This is because, as stated, the field/molecule interaction285

in this case will always apply symmetrical forces to both enantiomeric wave packets, since286
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FIG. 7. Marginal probability distribution of the Sa and Ra enantiomeric wave packets projected

onto the φd axis. Quantitative analysis reveals that the Ra/Sa enantiomeric fraction has now

become 26/74, i.e. some deracemization has taken place. The horizontal dashed line shows the

point where the difference in 〈φd〉 between the Ra and Sa enantiomer is the largest, i.e. the point

where the structures of the each enantiomer have, in a sense, become the most dissimilar. A sketch

of how this configuration will look on the experimental detector plate is shown in figure 8.

the polarization axis of the driving field always remains parallel to the structural symmetry287

axis of the system. Note that the Ra and Sa dynamics in Φ are also symmetrical for this288

reason, although they appear to exchange positions at around 7 ps. This can be explained by289

considering the fact that the mean positions of both enantiomeric wave packets in φd transfer290

into their respective opposite wells at around 7 ps, i.e. each enantiomer has effectively been291

transformed into its own mirror image.292

In order to better illustrate the critical elements of the evolution in the torsional states in293

panel (1c) from figure 6, the wave packets dynamics in the interval between 6 and 10 ps were294

projected onto the φd coordinate axis, resulting in the marginal probability distributions of295

the dihedral wave packet shown in figure 7. Here we see that the Ra wave packet becomes296

bifurcated on the potential barrier at φd = 0 at around 7.5 ps, i.e. part of it is transferred297

into the right hand well and part of it remains in its original position in the left well.298

This is a similar, albeit more crude, example of what happens to the enantiomeric wave299

packets when the system interacts with the optimized pulse in ref. 14, where the Ra wave300

packet was propelled over the potential barrier separating the enantiomeric forms and the301

slightly dissimilar trajectory of the Sa wave packet caused it to rebound entirely back into302

its own well instead, leading to a deracemized mixture where 98% of the molecules were Sa303

enantiomers. In the present case, the simplified pulse train leads to a final Sa population of304

74%. While this is certainly a result that can be improved on, achieving this in a laboratory305

would still be a significant and important accomplishment.306
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FIG. 8. Projecting P det
Br (φ) and P det

F (φ) onto radial surface plots illustrates the respective ion

signal intensities of the ejected (a) Br and (b) F molecular fragments as they are expected to

appear on the detection plates at t = 9.1 ps when the pulse train in figure 6(1a) is applied in

an experimental situation. For comparison, the ion distributions at t = 0 are included as well.

The details pertaining to the construction of these pictures can be found in the main article text,

however the important feature to take note of is the highly asymmetrical nature of the distribution

of F fragments across the vertical 0◦/180◦ axis (dashed white line) at t = 9.1 ps in panel (b), as

this demonstrates that the enantiomeric structures/wave packets have become very different from

each other.

A. Simulating the Experimental Data307

As stated at the article outset, one of the primary goals of this paper has been to suggest308

a relatively simple experiment that will bring experimentalists a step closer to achieving309

laser induced deracemization in a laboratory. For this reason, it is relevant to discuss what310

the measurement data generated by the pulse train in panel (1a) of figure 6 can be expected311

to look like.312

In previous experiments, Coulomb explosion imaging has been used to determine the313

angular configurations of the Br- and F-substituted phenyl rings in F2H3C6 −C6H3Br2 and314

similar molecules17–19,28. This technique is based around the application of a very brief and315

intense probe pulse to ionize the molecules at an instant in time. The fragmented Br+ and316

F+ ions are ejected axially from the phenyl rings and accelerated along the lab-frame ẑ axis317

by a static electric field until they collide with a circular detection plate oriented in the318

x̂ŷ plane at one end of the experimental chamber (see, e.g. figure 1 in ref. 28). Because319

the Br+ and F+ ions have different weights, they will experience different accelerations in320

the static field, and subsequently they will arrive at the detection plate at different times.321

This makes it possible to differentiate between a Br+ and a F+ ion hit on the detector322

by keeping track of the delay between the arrival of the probe pulse and the detection323

event. By performing repeated measurements and recording the angular distributions of324

the ejected Br+ and F+ fragments, experimentalists can construct a picture of the wave325

packet probability distributions corresponding to the angular configurations of the Br- and326
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F-substituted phenyl rings at various instances in time (see, e.g. figure 3 in ref. 28).327

We will now describe how we calculated simulated angular distributions of the ejected

Br and F fragments as they are expected to appear on the detector plate. Let ΨRa(φBr, φF)

and ΨSa(φBr, φF) represent the simulated 2D wave packets of the respective Ra and Sa

enantiomers, now represented in the (φBr, φF) coordinate system. Each enantiomeric wave

packet can be used to create two 1D marginal probability distributions by integrating out

either φBr or φF, i.e.

PSa(φBr) =

∫
|ΨSa(φBr, φF)|2dφF (2)

PSa(φF) =

∫
|ΨSa(φBr, φF)|2dφBr (3)

PRa(φBr) =

∫
|ΨRa(φBr, φF)|2dφF (4)

PRa(φF) =

∫
|ΨRa(φBr, φF)|2dφBr, (5)

PSa(φBr) and PSa(φF) represent the angular probability distributions of the respective Br-328

and F-substituted ring for the Sa enantiomer, and PRa(φBr) and PRa(φF) represent the329

angular probability distributions of the respective Br- and F-substituted rings for the Ra330

enantiomer.331

At this point it is important to note that in an experiment it isn’t necessarily possible332

to tell which enantiomer a detected F+ or Br+ ion fragment has originated from. For333

this reason, PSa(φBr) and PRa(φBr) were incoherently summed to generate a distribution334

representing the total ion fragment signal intensity of the Br+ ion fragments as a function335

of the detector plate angle:336

Ptot(φBr) =
1

2
[PSa(φBr) + PRa(φBr)], (6)

and PSa(φF) and PRa(φF) where combined in the same way to generate the corresponding337

distribution of F+ fragments:338

Ptot(φF) =
1

2
[PSa(φF) + PRa(φF)], (7)

Note also that the symmetry of the phenyl rings means that whenever an ion is detected at

φ◦ on the detector, another ion will appear at (φ+ 180)◦. This means that to get the angular

distribution of ions as they will appear on the detector plate, the distributions Ptot(φBr) and
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Ptot(φF) have to be added to versions of themselves where the locations of the distributions

have been shifted forward by 180◦:

P det
Br (φ) =

1

2

[
P tot(φBr) + P tot(φBr + 180)

]
(8)

P det
F (φ) =

1

2

[
P tot(φF) + P tot(φF + 180)

]
, (9)

where we introduce φ as a general coordinate representing the angle in the x̂ŷ plane with339

relation to the lab-frame x̂ axis (i.e. the detector plate angle). P det
Br (φ) and P det

F (φ) were340

then projected onto radial surface plots in order to replicate the form of, e.g., the raw341

experimental data displayed in figure 3 in ref. 28. A plot of this result is shown in figure 8,342

where we have chosen to illustrate what the angular distributions of the ejected Br and F343

ions will look like on the detector plate at the moment in time when the difference between344

the expectation value of the Ra dihedral angle 〈φd〉Ra and the Sa dihedral angle 〈φd〉Sa is345

largest, which we determined would occur at about 9.1 ps (as indicated by the black dashed346

horizontal lines in figure 7).347

Note that we are only interested in the internal structure of the molecules, since their348

orientations in Φ do not directly relate to, or characterize, the process of deracemization.349

For this reason, the effect of external rotations of the molecules as they appear on the350

detector plate plots in figure 8 have been corrected (i.e. eliminated) by rotating the plotted351

distributions towards the 0◦ axis of the radial surface plots by an angle equivalent to the352

mean angular position of the Br rings. Effectively, this leads to a picture where the mean353

position of each Br ring will be mirrored across the vertical 0◦/180◦ axis, as shown in figure354

8(a). This makes it easier to see the asymmetries present in the internal structures of the355

enantiomers (i.e. φd), as they will be clearly visible as asymmetries across the 0◦/180◦ axis356

in the distribution of F fragments shown in figure 8(b).357

For comparison, the simulated Br+ and F+ ion fragment distributions at t = 0 are also358

included in the bottom left corner of panels (a) and (b) in figure 8, respectively. These359

initial distributions show the characteristic symmetrical “four-dot” geometry that has been360

experimentally observed before (see, e.g., figure 1 in ref. 28). Conversely, the illustration at361

t = 9.1 in figure 8(b) indicates that the angular distribution of the F+ fragments has become362

highly asymmetrical, and the effect should be easy to see in a laboratory setting despite the363

presence of confounding factors such as experimental noise. While the qualitative analyses364

of the general system dynamics and its response to a field discussed throughout this paper365
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have been inspired by a classical picture (i.e. the molecular configurations in Φ and/or φd366

have generally not been described as probability distributions), figures 7 and 8 show that367

applying asymmetrical forces to the enantiomeric wave packets can also have a significant368

impact on the wave packet shapes and not just their expected positions. This is useful369

because it makes it even easier to see the asymmetries in an experimental situation, e.g.370

in figure 8(b) there is a strong peak in the distribution at about 130◦/−50◦ that is caused371

by the relatively well-localized dihedral wave packet of the Sa enantiomer (see figure 7(a)),372

whereas the spread out areas of the distribution with lower signal intensity are cause by the373

bifurcation and subsequent delocalization of the Ra dihedral wave packet (see figure 7(b)).374

B. Robustness Check375

Since we are using a simplified 2D model of a real system that has many more degrees376

of freedom, it is important to investigate how errors or discrepancies in the calculated po-377

tential energy surface (in particular, the characteristics of the energy barrier separating378

the enantiomers) may affect the simulated dynamics. To investigate this, we ran two new379

simulations using identical pulse parameters, where the height of the saddle point around380

(φd = 0,Φ = 0) had been artificially increased/decreased by ±30%. We found that this did381

not significantly change the qualitative features of the results. We also investigated what382

happens when we change the applied pulse intensities by ±10% (in a rough sense, this is383

equivalent to checking how inaccuracies in the calculated polarizability function might affect384

the dynamics). We found that this did not significantly change the nature of the resulting385

dynamics either. If we decreased the pulse intensities by more than ∼ 10%, we found that386

both enantiomeric wave packets remained localized in their original wells. In such a case,387

the resulting asymmetries in the system may be harder to detect. The message here is that388

if this situation is encountered when attempting the actual experiment, the issue may be389

remedied by appropriately increasing the peak intensity of the pulse trains (if increasing390

the intensity is not possible, an alternative solution may be to extend the pulse train by391

including additional pulses).392

As outlined in Ref. 17, the second lowest frequency normal mode has a Raman cross sec-393

tion that is not negligible compared to the cross section of the lowest frequency (torsional)394

mode, and as such this mode may also become activated when the molecule interacts with395
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the laser pulse. However, this mode does not contain any torsional motion, and its activation396

is therefore not expected to directly impact the dynamics of the torsional wave packet other397

than possibly modifying the potential energy surface. As outlined in the previous para-398

graph, we predict our model is moderately robust to this kind of discrepancy. This does,399

however, allude to a more complicated issue related to the fact that normal modes are only400

uncoupled when the amplitude of the oscillations are small. As the dihedral oscillations401

in our simulation are large, intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)29 may402

play a significant role in the overall dynamics of the system. Whether or not IVR will be403

detrimental to the quality of our predicted results in an experimental situation is an open404

question.405

As a final aside, it is important to note that molecular 3D orientation is a difficult task406

in practice. For example, in ref. 20 they are only able to orient the molecules so 54% of407

them point in the same direction (whereas ideally this number should be much closer to408

100%). However, it is also shown in ref. 20 that that it is possible to differentiate between409

ions ejected from molecules pointing towards the detector plate and those oriented in the410

opposite direction due to the slight differences in flight times (leading to, e.g., the double411

peaks shown in figure 3 of the same article). This indicates that, in lieu of achieving a high412

degree of 3D orientation, it should be possible to calibrate the detection windows so they413

only measure ion signals from aligned molecules that are pointing in the same direction.414

VI. CONCLUSION415

In this paper we have suggested a relatively simple method of driving a racemic mixture416

of 3D oriented biphenyl F2H3C6 − C6H3Br2 molecules with a train of Gaussian pulses with417

alternating polarization axes. Using numerical simulations, we have shown that this will418

increase the amplitude of the torsional oscillations between the phenyl rings and break the419

symmetry of the dynamics between the left- and right-handed enantiomeric forms.420

We elucidate the fundamental principles behind our approach by describing the dynamic421

response of the enantiomers to the applied field in a coordinate system where the kinetic422

energy of the external/rotational and internal/conformational dynamics are decoupled. We423

show that rotating the polarization axis of the driving field away from the shared structural424

symmetry axis of the molecules will apply asymmetrical forces to the enantiomeric wave425
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packets in the dihedral coordinate. This will in turn break the inversion symmetry of the426

dihedral dynamics, which is critical for deracemization to occur.427

Finally, we show how to maximize the broken dynamic inversion symmetry by properly428

alternating the polarization axis of the pulses in the driving field. We use numerical sim-429

ulations to demonstrate that this approach will lead to significant, and most importantly,430

experimentally measurable structural differences between the enantiomers when detected by431

Coulomb explosion imaging.432

The strategy proposed in this paper could also be used on similar axially chiral molecules,433

where rotation about single bonds involve relatively small barriers. When rotation about434

double bonds is involved a realistic scheme for conversion would, most likely, involve excited435

electronic states. The same holds for more general types of chirality.436
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